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For operators between Banach spaces, we study certain s-covering numbers,
which arc a kind of combination between s-numbers and entropy numbers. We
provc inequalities between s-covering numbers and various s-numbers. As an
application, minoration theorems involving the (-norm and I-norm are given.
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I. I!'<TRODUCTIO!'

In this paper we establish inequalities involving s-numbers and so-called
s-covering numbers of operators between Banach spaces. One of the main
results, which is proved in Section 3 (Theorem 3.4), is the following weak
type inequality, in which the a-covering numbers of operators are
dominated by the approximation numbers

1~"~m 1 ~n~m

for 0 < p < 00, I ~ I, m < ex;. Various inequalities of weak type, used to
majorize other s-covering numbers by s-numbers, can be verified with the
help of this inequality. In order to prove (1.1 ) we refer to a striking result
of Pisier [P I, P2] concerning the existence of isomorphisms from arbitrary
n-dimensional Banach spaces into the n-dimensional Hilbert space such
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122 CARL AND HESS

that certain s-numbers of these isomorphisms can be appropriately
majorized.

A number of useful applications of (1.1) are given in Section 4. We
derive so-called minoration theorems for Gaussian averages (I-norms) and
Rademacher averages (r-norms) of operators from t 2 into Banach spaces.
The results generalize the classical minoration theorem of Sudakov for the
i-norm, which plays an important role in the theory of stochastic
processes. The estimates can be considered as a kind of interpolation or
combination between Sudakov's minoration theorem and a minoration
theorem of the {-norm, which originates in the paper of V. Milman [MIJ
and which was improved by A. Pajor and N. Tomczak-Jaegermann [PaT].

Throughout this paper we use standard definitions and notations of
Banach space theory. For the sake of convenience we recall some of them.
Throughout this paper E, F, and G denote (real or complex) Banach
spaces. Given a Banach space E we denote its closed unit ball by Uf: and
its dual space by E'. Moreover L(E, F) denotes the Banach space of all
(bounded linear) operators from E into F equipped with the usual operator
norm.

In order to describe the covering concept let us recall the definition of
the dyadic entropy numbers en(T). The nth dyadic entropy number
en( T), n ~ I, of an operator T E L(E, F) is defined to be the infimum of all
t: > 0 such that there exist .F!, ..., J2" - I E F for which

2" .. I

T(U E )£. U {y,+t:U F }

I~ I

holds. For the definition of s-numbers we refer to [Pi] or [CS].

2. s-COVERI~G NUMBERS

According to the concepts of s-numbers and dyadic entropy numbers
we define an s-covering number function. Let L denote the class of all
(bounded linear) operators, N the set of natural numbers, and s: L -+ t oc (N)
any s-number function. An s-covering number function is a map

which associates with every operator Tits s-covering numbers S".k( T) and
satisfies the following properties:

(SC i) Combination Property.

for TE L(E, F) and 1~ n < oc.
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(SC ii) Monotonicity.

II TIl = SI.I(T) ~ Sm.j(T) ~ Sn.k( T) ~ 0

for TEL(E, F) and n~m~ I and k~j~ I.

(SC iii) Additivity.

Sm+n I.j+k-'(S+ T)~sm.J(S)+s".k(T)

for S, TE L(E, F) and I ~j, k, m, n <x'.

(SC iv) Ideal Property.
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sn.k(RST) ~ IIRII S".k(S) II Til

for R E L(G, H), SE L(F, G), TE L(E, F), and I ~ k, n < x.

Moreover, some s-covering number functions satisfy an additional property
called

(SC v) C-Multiplicativity. There exists a constant C ~ I such that

Sm + n- I.j'" k - ,(ST) ~ C . sm.j(S) s".A T)

for SEL(F,G), TEL(E,F), and I~j,k,m,n<oo.

If C = I, then the s-covering number function is said to be multiplicative.
This concept was introduced in [CM] in a slightly modified version.

The basic examples are the

a-Covering numhers.

a".k( T) = inf{ e,,( T - A): rank(A) < k}. (2.1 )

This means that for TE L(E, F), a".k(T) is the infimum of all p > 0 such
that there exists an operator A E L(E, F) with rank(A) < k and elements
J'; E F, I ~ i ~ 2" -, for which

(T - A )( U E) S; U {y; + pUf.}.
i= I

Analogously:

c-Covering numhers.

c".d T) = inf{ en(Tlf,): M ~ E, codim(M) < k}. (2.2)
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d-Covering numbers.

CARL A~D HESS

d".k(T) = inf{ e,,(Q~ T): N ~ F, dim(N) < k}.

t-Covering numbers.

(2.3 )

(2.4)

where Q1: {I (V t.) -+ E and Ix: F -+ { f. (V1") are the canonical surjection
and injection, respectively. (For the t-covering numbers we have a weaker
form of the combination property, namely

~ e,,( T)::( t".1 (T)::( e,,( T).)

These s-covering number functions were already considered III [CM]
together with the so-called

e-Covering numbers.

e".dT) = inf{E > 0: there exist subspaces M i ~ F,
dim(M;)<k, and YiEF, I ::(i::(2" I, such that T(UE)~

U7: I' {Yi + M; + cVF } }. (2.5)

Note that the combination property (SC i) coincides for the e- and
d-covering numbers since e".1 (T) = e,,( T) and e1.,,( T) = d,,( T). The dif
ference between (2.3) and (2.5) becomes clear if we rewrite (2.3) into

d".d T) = inf{ e > 0: there exists a subspace M ~ F,
dim(M)<k, and YiEF, I ::(i::(2" I, such that T(Vt:)~

U2" , .r; M .' TJ ~ \
i~1 lJ,+ i+I,VFJ J'

which means that in the definition of d".k the coverings consist of
"cylinders" {Yi + M i+ cUF} with one common "direction" M while the
directions may be different in (2.5). From this we obviously obtain

3. INEQl,;ALITIES BETWEEN S-COVER[!'iG NUMBERS AND .I'-NuMBERS

This section deals with basic estimates between .I'-covering numbers and
s-numbers.

LEMMA 3.1. Let A E L(E, F) he an operator offinite rank, rank(A) = r,
acting hetween real Banach spaces E and F. Furthermore, let N = N(A) and
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R = R(A) be the null space and range oj A, respectively. For arbitrary
isomorphisms

we have

X:E/N--+l; and

a3n _2.,(A)~7en(X)en(Y I) sup [2 n.13k+31

I <;k <;M

X fbI Cj ( Y) di(X 1) fk tt t,+ i

Jor I ~ I, n < 00 with

}l'k]
,(A) , (3.1 )

(3.2)

where [x] denotes the integer part oj x.

Proof Without loss of generality we may assume that

r=rank(A)~ I, (3.3 )

since a3n _2.,(A)~al.,(A)=al(A)=O in the contrary case. We factorize A
canonically through the quotient map Q: E --+ E/N and the imbedding
I~:R--+F,

and use the isomorphisms X: E/N --+ t; to introduce S: t; --+ t; by

(3.4 )

or, equivalently, (3.5 )

Next we estimate the a-covering numbers of S. According to the Schmidt
representation formula there exist isometries U, V: I; -t I; and a diagonal
operator D with positive entries such that

S= UDV I and (3.6 )

If the diagonal elements (Ji of D are ordered in a non-increasing sequence
we then can express (J, by

I ~ i~r. (3.7)

The ideal property (SC iv) and (3.6) imply that

I ~ I, n < 00. (3.8 )
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An estimate for the Gn,/(D) can be obtained as follows. Consider D,:
t;--t;, D/({['~l""'~r)=(<Tl(l, ... ,a( I~' [.0....,0). According to the
definition of U", and a result of Gordon, Fonig, and Schutt (eL [CS,
GKSJ) we obtain

{
k } I·k

GII.,(D)~e,,(D-D,)~6 sup 2-\n- 1)/k n (1/+i_1 .

l ;;; k;;; r -, + 1 I ~ I

(3.9 )

It follows from (3.7) and (3.8) that

Gn.,(S)~6 sup 2 In I)/k {,I.
k

l'
l

1,+/ I(S)}lk. (3.10)
1~k~r-/41

Note that the range of k is not empty because of en).
In order to replace the operator S by A we use (3.5) and the multi

plicativity, injectivity, and surjectivity of the symmetrized approximation
numbers Ii' The multipiicativity of the Ii allows us to write

t i + j+ k z(RST) ~ ci(R) (/(S) dk ( T)

(cf. [CS J). Hence we obtain frorn (3.5)

Now we insert (111) into (3.10 ). For this purpose let

be the non-increasing sequence of geometric means of I,(S), (" I(S), ....
Then

for j=4, 5, 6;

2-(n-l)IJ}'j~2 In'I)'(3k"-3)(Jk~2-ln-IH3k'J){h 1/~31_J(s)}lik
1= t

for j = 3k + I, 3k + 2, 3k + 3.

Furthermore

for j= 1, 2, 3.

Hence (3.10) becomes
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an.i(S) ~ 6 sup 2
1~k< 'X

~ 7 sup 2
1 ~ k <x.

k I'k(1/-I)/(3k+3){n t ' (S)} ,
i+ 31- 3

i-I

{

k }I'k
1/,:(3k+3) ,nt, (S)

1+31 3" ,
I I

(3.12 )

where non-zero terms occur only for 1+ 3k - 3~ r, i.e., 1~ k ~ M, cf. (3.2).
From (3.11) and (3.12) we obtain

an,i(S)~7 sup 2-1/(3k+31{Ii ci(y)di(X 1)}I'k{Ii till I(A)}l:k.
l~k~!\1 1=1 1-1

The multiplicativity (SCv) and (3.4), (3.5) imply that

therefore

a3n 2.i(A) ~ 7en(X) en! y 1) I:~~M [2 nl3k + 31

X tOI e,( Y) di(X-
1
)rk tDI till }I'kJI(A) " . I

Remark 3.1. If E and F are complex Banach spaces we must replace

2 n/(3k + 3) by 2 n/(6k I 6) in (3.1).

From this lemma we derive some conclusions. Let us first recall the
definition of local injective, resp. surjective distances, based on the
Banach-Mazur distance d(E, F) of Banach spaces E, F:

d _ {infrl Til II T III for all isomorphisms TE L(E, F)}
(E, F) - ·f E d F . h·x; I an are not Isomorp IC.

The nth local injective distance c5AE) is given as

c5 l1 (E) = sup{ d(M, t;'): M c:;:; E, m = dim(M) ~ n},

and the nth local surjective distance <5(1/)(E) as

6(n)(E) = sup{ d(EjM, t;'): M s:; E, m = codim(M):::; n}.

COROLLARY 3.1. Under the assumptions of Lemma 3.1 the following
inequality holds

k I:k

all.i(A):::; 7c5(r)(E) <5 r(F) sup 2,":(9k_9){,n~'1 t i + 1 I(A)} . (3.13)
I,;; ..;;M
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Proof Given E > 0 we choose X and Y in Lemma 3.1 with

::X:! ::X II: ~ (1 +e) d(E/N, t;) ~ (I + c) e5(r)(E)

II YII II Y II' ~ (I + e) d(R,l;) ~ (I + E) 6,(F).

All terms in (3.1) containing X or Yare estimated by the operator norms.
Hence for 3m - 2~ n ~ 3m we have

Since m ~ n/3 the proof is complete.

Now an important result of Pisier [PI, P2] is used to obtain further
consequences of Lemma 3.1.

THEOREM 3.1. (Pisier). For each IX > ~ there is a constant C(IX) such that
for any n-dimensional (real or complex) Banach space E there is an
isomorphism X from E onto t'~ (real or complex, respectively), such that

and (3.14 )

for all k, I ~ k ~ n. (For k > n we have dk(X) = Ck(X- I)=0 in any case.)
Moreover, the constant C(a), only depending on IX, can be chosen of order
O(a - ~)"- 1 for :x H. I

The corresponding result concerning the dyadic entropy numbers of X
follows immediately from Theorem 3.1 and the following inequality from
[C] (cf. [CS, P2].

THEOREM 3.2. For each p, p> 0, there is a constant cp such that for all
operators T we have

sup kliPedT)~cp sup k1'Ptk(T),
l~k~n I~k~n

I ~ n < :xJ, (3.15)

and cp remains bounded if p varies in a compact sunset of (0, 00).

If we note that tdX)=dk(/xX)~dk(X) and analogously tk(X 1)=
Ck(X lQd~Ck(X-I) we obtain from (3.14) and (3.15), by settingp= I/:x,

k'ek(T) ~ CI:, sup k'tk(T) ~ c ll , sup kaC(:x) (~)'
I~k~n I~k~n

I ~ k ~ 11.
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Hence we may state the following corollary.
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COROLLARY 3.2. Let X: E ---+ l~ be the isomorphism from Theorem 3.t.
Then

for all k, I :s;; k <J~, (3.16)

where C(a) and CI.~ are the constants of (3.14) and (3.15). Moreover, for a
modified C(:x), which is also of order O(:x - ~) 12 for :x ! ~, we hare

for 1:s;; k < x.

(3.17)

These considerations lead to a more sophisticated corollary of
Lemma 3.1.

COROLLARY 3.3. For any {3, {3 > I, there exists a constant C( {3) of order
C( [n = O( fJ - 1) -2 for fJ! 1 such that for any operator A E L(E, F) with
rank(A) = r hetween real Banach spaces E and F

(
r)2/1 ( n )/1{ka"./(A):S;;C({3) - sup 2-,,/('ik+9) -- n t/+,
n 1 <; k <;,If 9k + 9 ,~ 1

}

Ik
,(A) ,

(3.18)

I:s;;k<·x. (3.19)

for all I, n, 1:s;; I, n < ·x·, M being given hy (3.2).

Proof Put:x = fJ/2 > !. Then by 3.17 there are X and Y such that

max {ek(X), ek( Y- I), Ck( Y), dk(X- 1
)} :s;; C(:x) Uy,

We know that C(a)=O(:x-!) I.2=O({3-I) 12 for [Ill. Hence it
follows from (3.1) that

a)" 2,I(A):S;;7e2C4(:x)(~rI<;S~~~ 2 ,,(3k+3
J Gr t0It,+i-,(A)}'k,

where k! ~ (k/e)k is used. Estimating

(
1)/1 (n )/1

k :s;; 18/1 9k + 9

and passing from a3" 2,I(A) to Q"./(A) as in the proof of Corollary 3.1, we
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(3.20)

finally obtain the inequality (3.18) with the constant C(f3) = 7e218IJC4(~)

which is indeed of order O( 13 - 1) - 2 for (J LI. I
Remark 3.2. If the Banach spaces X and Yare complex Banach spaces

then 2 - n/(9k- 91 in (3.13) and (3.18) must be replaced by 2 - n/( J8k + 181.

Now let us remove the restriction on A being a finite rank operator.

PROPOSITIO!'J 3.1. Let (J> I and T E L(E, F) he an operator between real
Banach spaces. Then

(
m + ')2f1 [a".,(T):S;a 3m +,(T)+D(f3) -- sup 2- n;(9k+9)

n J~k~m

(
n )/

1
{ k }l:'kJ

X 9k+9 D, a,+; 1(T)

for 1 :s; I, m, n < oc; with a constant D( 13), depending only on f3 and being of
order O( f3 - 1) - 2 for f3 LI.

Proof Given c > 0 we determine an operator A E L(E, F) with
r = rank(A) < 3m + 1 such that

From

liT-Ail :S;(I +c:)a:lm+,(T)· (3.21 )

an.,(T):S; liT-Ail +all.,(A)

(cf. (SC iii) and by applying (3.18) to A and using r < 3(m +I) and M =
max{ I, [1 + (r-I)/3]}:S;m we obtain

(3.22 )

In order to eliminate t, + ,_ 1(A) we derive from (3.21)

for 1:S; i:S; m.

Hence, since for f3 L1

(3.22) implies the desired estimate (3.20). I
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The next inequality relates an,,(T) to the (p,x. -norm of a finite sub
sequence of the approximation number sequence,

PROPOSITION 3,2, Let 0 < p < oc and TE L(E, F) (E, F real Banach
spaces), Then

an,,(T)~a'+m_ ,(T)+C(p)(m:IY IOg2(m:1 +2)

x n - Jp sup kJ/Pa,+k ,( T),
1~k~m

(3,23 )

for all I, m, n, I ~ I, m, n < 00, where C(p) is a constant depending only on p,

Proof Because of k! ~ (k/e)k we have

tOI a, + i-I(T) fk
~(k!)-lPk sup //Pa,+j ,(T)

I';;j,;;k

for I ~k ~m, (3,24)

We now insert (3.24) into (3.20) and choose an appropriate P> l. Note
that for the first summand on the right-hand side of (3.20)

a'+m ,(T)~a3m.,(T),

For the second summand we apply (3.24) and get from (3.20)

( I) ?fi
I m+ - f I

an.,(T)~a'+m 1(T)+e /P D(P) -n- l sup k /Pa'+k--I(T)}
I ,;;k';;m

x { sup 2 -1I.(9k + 9) (_n_)'I k -I;P}.
',;;k';;m 9k +9

Estimating k lip by

(3.25 )

( )

1"P
k -I.p ~ 18'/Pn -'/P _n_

...., 9k +9

and setting x = n/(9k + 9), we may rewrite (3.25) as

all.,(T)~a'+m 1(T)+(18e)lP D(P) (m:lyl3 n- I.p

x { sup k1Pa'+k ,(T)}{ sup y"Ii+I/p}. (3.26)
l~k~m o<x<x
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With the function 11(t):=suPo<xo2-'x'=(tle.ln2)( and the constant
C( fJ, p) := (18e (P D( fJ) 11( fJ + lip) we get from (3.26)

(
m+/)21/1 II(m+/)2

an./(T)~a/_m 1(T)+C(fJ,p) -n- --n- n 11'

x { sup e/Pa,+k I(T)}.
I ~k ~m

(3.27 )

Fixing p, we see from the definition of c( fJ, p) that C( fJ, p) = O( fJ - I ) - 2

for f3! I. If we set

r (m + I )J 1f3= 1+ log -n-+2 (3.28 )

then I < fJ < 3 for aliI, m, n ~ 1 and thus there is a constant C(p) such that

C({J, p) ~ c( p )( fJ - I) 2 for 1< fJ < 3.

With fJ given in (3.28) it is easy to verify that

(
m+n)2

U
I 11 [(m+1 )J2C(fJ, p) -n- ~e2C(p) log -n-+ 2 .

Together with (3.27) this completes the proof. I
Remark 3.3. In case of complex Banach spaces the value 2 IIf(9k + 9)

must be replaced by 2 - n/( 18k + 8) in (3.20), whereas (3.23) holds in the real
and complex cases (clearly C(p) must be modified).

The next theorems deal with inequalities related to Theorem 3.2.

THEOREM 3.3. Let 0 < p < oc and T E L(E, F), where E and F can be
either real or complex Banach spaces. Then there exists a constant C( p),
only depending on p, such that

sup nIPan./(T) ~ C(p) sup n1pa/ 1 II I(T) (3.29)
I :S;n~m

jor aliI, m, I ~ I ~ 111 < Xi.

I ~n~m

THEOREM 3.4. Let 0 < p <:x and TE L(E, F). Then there exists a
constant C(p) such that

sup (l+n-I)LPan./(T)~C(p) sup (l+n-I)I/P a/ ln I(T) (3.30)
I~n~m

for all I, m, I ~ I, m < :x.

1 ~n~m
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Proof~. (Theorem 3.3) Suppose that n is given such that 1 :( n:( m. We
apply (3.23) (if E and F are complex Banach spaces cf. Remark 3.3) for
I, m, n with m = n

n1Pan.t(T):( n1l'a t+n ,( T)

+410g 2 4.C(p) sup k'l'at+k ,(T).
l~k~11

For C(p)= 1 +410g 2 4.C(p) we obtain

n'l'an.t(T):( C(p) sup k'l'at+k _,(T)

1~n~m

that is, (3.29).

(Theorem 3.4) According to (3.29) we have for 1 :( m

J~n~m

l~,,'::;:;m

Without any restrictions on 1and m, we have

sup (/ + n - 1 )1'1' an•t ( T)
'~n<t

(3.31 )

I ~n~m

(3.32)

Combining (3.31) and (3.32) we obtain (3.30). More precisely, for I:(m we
use (3.31) and (3.32), and for I> m we start from

sup (/+n-I)"l'an.t(T):( sup (/+n-I)"l'a n.t(T)
l~n::S;;m 1~,,<1

and apply (3.32). I

The preceding two theorems are also valid for other s-covering numbers.
We only mention the following result which corresponds to Theorem 3.4.
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THEOREM 3.5. Let 0 < p < x and T E L(E, F). Then there exists G

constant C(p) such that

1~n~m 1 ~n:E;m

for s = c, d, t ((f (2.2 )-(2.4)) and aliI, m, 1~ I, m < 'X'.

Proof For s = t the desired estimate is an obvious consequence of
Theorem 3.4 and the definition of t. For the other cases s = c, d recall the
definition of Gelfand and Kolmogorov numbers based on the approxima
tion numbers

c,,( T) =a"(I~ T)'

d,,(T) =G,,(TQI)'

where Q 1 and I"" are the canonical surjection and injection, respectively
(cr. [CS]). In order to prove (3.33) for s=c,dwe show that

c".,( T) ~ 2a".,(1x T)

d".,( T) ~ Gn.,( TQ,).

These inequalities are consequences of

c".,(5) ~ a".,(5)

d".,(5) ~ a".,(5)

(3.34 )

(3.35 )

(3.36 )

(3.37)

for any operator S. Since (3.37) is already proved in [CM] we only give
the argument for the proof of (3.36). Let A be an operator with rank(A) < I
such that

e,,(5- A) ~ a".,(5) + f, = p.

Hence

(S-A)(UE)~ U {,v;+pU.... }
i--, 1

for Y;EF, 1~i~2" '. For M=N(A), the null space of A, we have
codim(M) < I and

(SI~)(Ud~ U {y;+pUF },

i= 1

hence
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Because of the surjectivity (resp. injectivity) up to a factor 2 of the dyadic
entropy numbers we have

C"./( T) ~ 2c".tU x T) ~ 2a".I(l x. T)

d"./(T) ~ d",1(TQI) ~ u".t(TQI)·

These inequalities complete the proof of (3.33) for s = c, d. I

4. Il"EQUALITIES BETWEEN S-COVERING NUMBERS,
GAUSSIAN AVERAGES, AND RADEMACHER AVERAGES

This section is devoted to the investigation of inequalities between
d-covering numbers of operators from a Hilbert space into a Banach space
on one side and Gaussian or Rademacher averages on the other side. These
inequalities complement and generalize V. Milman's discovering that the
Gaussian average or the I-norm is an appropriate parameter for estimating
Gelfand and Kolmogorov numbers [M I, M2].

For this purpose recall the definition of the so-called Gaussian average
or I-norm of an operator T from I~ into an arbitrary Banach space E. The
t -norm I( T) of T is defined as

(4.1 )

where (" denotes the canonical (normalized) Gaussian measure on the
euclidean space [R". Moreover, for any operator T from 12 into E we define
I(T) as

/( T) = sup{ I( TX) : X E L(t~,t 2) for some n, i!Xil ~ 1}. (4.2)

We use a minoration of /( T) which originated in the paper of
Milman [M 1] and was improved by A. Pajor and N. Tomczak
Jaegermann [PaT] (cf. [G, P2]) in the following theorem.

THEOREM 4.1. Let E be u Banach space and let TE L(t 2, E) he a
compact operator. Then

(4.3)
I ~ k < 'f

where C ~ 1 is a universal constant.

Remark 4.1. Note that there is a dual version (4.3) for compact
operators T E L( E, t 2), namely

sup kl/2CdT)~C./(T'), (4.4)
1 ~ k < .:t.
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which is based upon cdT)=dk(T') for all operators T. But (4.3) is also a
consequence of (4.4) because of dk(T)=Ck(T') for compact operators and
t(T)=t(r), for TEL(/ 2 , E).

Combining (4.3) with Theorem 3.5 for s =d we may state the following
minoration theorem of the Gaussian average (I-norm) by d-covering
numbers.

THEOREM 4.2. Let E be a Banach space and let TEL(1 2 , E) be a
compact operator. Then

sup (I +n - I )l,p d".,( T) ~ CI( T),
1 ~/.n < I:

where C ~ 1 is a universal constant.

(4.5)

The inequality (4.5) includes the classical Sudakov minoration theorem
[Su] for 1= 1 and the inequality (4.3) for n = I. The version corresponding
to (4.4) is the minoration of t( T'), T E L(E, t 2) by c-covering numbers:

sup (I + n -1 )Ip c",1(T) ~ C ·t(T).
I ~ I.n < .1:."

(4.6)

Next we want to derive similar inequalities for Rademacher averages
instead of Gaussian averages. For this purpose let <P = {II' ..., fm} be an
orthonormal basis of t'; and T E L(/';, E) be an operator. The Rademacher
average or r-norm of T with respect to <P is given by

(

1m 12) 1:2

~<p( T) = A,~:r:fe 1I,~1 e;TU;)' .

It is well-known that ~<p( T) ~ c· t( T) for some universal constant c, inde
pendent of the special choice of <P. The following minoration theorem for
the Rademacher averages was proved in [CP].

THEOREM 4.3. Let E be a Banach space and let TE L(/';, E) be an
operator of rank n. Then

sup (IOg(t +~))' L2 kUdk(T)~C.t<p(T)
l~k~n

(4.7)

for any orthonormal basis <P in t';. The constant C is a universal constant.

Combining Theorem 3.5 with Theorem 4.3, we obtain the Rademacher
version of Theorem 4.2.
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THEOREM 4.4. Let E he a Banach space and let T E L(/;', E) he all
operator of rank n. Then

I""Sk~I~' (log(l+k+';_J) 12(k+I-I)12du(T)~C.I,p(T) (4.8)

fiJI' a unirersal constant C and any orthonormal hasis ep in (';'.

Proof Let k ~ I. From (3.33) we get

(I + k - I) du (T)

~ C( I) sup (I +i - I) dl+ I Jl T)
1 or- I', k

x s.up (/+i-I)12(log(I+1 t~_l)) 12 dHI I(T)·
hl-<;k +./

The first supremum on the right-hand side equals

(I + k _ I)12 (lOg (I +_-,--n_)) 1.2
l+k - I

since x --+ x ·log( 1 + nix) is an increasing function. The second supremum
can be estimated by C'I</>(T) according to (4.7). Hence

(! + k - I )1.2 (log (I +1+; _ 1)Y2 dk./( T) ~ C· C( I) . I</>( T). I

There are dual versions of (4.7) and (4.8) for operators TE L(E, I~'), of
rank n, namely

1~~~,,(log(I+~)) 12kI2Ck(T)~C.I</>(T') (4.9)

and

(4.10)

The last inequality can be interpretated as follows:
Let Be [R" be a compact, convex, and symmetric set with non-empty

interior. Equipped with the Minkowski functional I: ·ll ll of B the vector space
IR" becomes a normed vector space which is isomorphic to (~ and admitting
B as its unit ball. Let us apply (4.10) to the canonical isomorphism

T: (IR", Hili) --+ ([R", 1·12)=/~.
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COROLLARY 4.1. For 0 < p < ex; there exists a constant Cp , only
depending on p, and for each pair (k, /), I <k < x, I <1< n, there exists an
I-dimensional suhspace Me IR" such that

(4.11 )

Therefore M n B is covered hy 2k
- 1 euclidean balls of radius p, where p is

bounded by the right-hand side of (4.11). In particular, for each I, I <1< n,
there is an I-dimensional subspace Me IR" such that

For operators TE L(/7, ( 2 ) we have the following modification of (4.9),
which was proved in [CP].

THEOREM 4.5. There exists a universal constant C such that

(4.13 )

for all TE L(t~, t 2) and all n EN.

As in Theorem 4.4, we derive from (4.13) and Theorem 3.5

sup (log(l+
k

n_ ))-1/2(k+I_I)I/2 Ck,/(T)<CIITil (4.14)
I .;; k,/ < xc + I I

for TE L(t';,t2)'
If we take the volume ratio inequality

[
volm(A) ] I,m < inf k l/mSk(A)

vol m ( U/~) I.;; k < ex.

into consideration and denote the absolutely convex hull of the points
Xl' ... , x"Et~, i.e., the set

by aconv(x l , ... , x,,), then we can derive the following corollary from (4.14).
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COROLLARY 4.2. Let x I' ... , X" E I~ be given, such that B =
aconv(x I' ... , x n ) has a non-empty interior. For each m, I:S; m < n, there
exists an m-dimensional subspace M c I~ with

[
VOlm(M (\ B)JI.:m (( n)) + I '2:s; Co log I +---

volm(Ur,;,) n-m+ I

x(n-m+l) 12 max Ilx;112'
I ~i~"

where C is a universal constant.
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